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By Jonathan Lethem

Vintage. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 528 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 5.2in. x
1.1in.The Fortress of Solitude is the story of Dylan Ebdus growing up white and motherless in
downtown Brooklyn in the 1970s. Its a neighborhood where the entertainments include muggings
along with games of stoopball. In that world, Dylan has one friend, a black teenager, also
motherless, named Mingus Rude. As Lethem follows the knitting and unraveling of their friendship,
he creates an overwhelmingly rich and emotionally gripping canvas of race and class, superheros,
gentrification, funk, hip-hop, graffiti tagging, loyalty, and memory. The Fortress of Solitude is the
first great urban coming of age novel to appear in years. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an
exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Da lton Mer tz-- Da lton Mer tz

These types of publication is the best book available. it absolutely was writtern very completely and helpful. I am very happy to explain how here is the
greatest book we have study within my individual existence and can be he greatest publication for possibly.
-- Luca s B r own-- Luca s B r own
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